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In Madrid, on September 18, 2019

I write these lines surrounded by scraps and applications of the co-
llection that are still to be sewn. Our studio is small ... sometimes I 
wonder how many rolls of cloth, clothe racks, and finished garments 
fit, garments that once they go out the door will live a thousand sto-
ries.

I’m looking for some peace in my office. The bustle of the days before 
my premiere in Paris leaves me not a minute alone. Mails, telephone, 
final touch-up of the garments ... everyone wants a quick response ... 
without knowing well how, I have gotten into the world of the instan-
taneous, of the ephemeral.

However, I prefer to look at the sewing table, where part of my team 
threads needles, sew hard, oblivious to the 800 mails that I have not 
read, the 20 calls I have not been able to answer and the senders of 
the mobile messages eager to see blue tic to claim me an answer.

The image of the table retracts me from my childhood, to the patio 
of my house, where all the neighbors gathered in the hot summer 
afternoons to sew, to embroider ... there was no clock other than the 
sun when announcing dinner time, No more noise than the radio and 
his conversations.

I then preferred to look at them from a corner to be playing ball with 
other children. Since then, I suppose that the craft has always been 
part of me.
My work has been inspired by your work. In the skill and delicacy of 
how they sewed and embroidered, oblivious to the world, oblivious 
to the ephemeral.

My life in fashion has focused on discovering, investigating and con-
serving more and more artisanal techniques, giving them visibility 
and respecting their universe outside the blue tic of mobile mes-
sages.

 



CRAFTS

Crafts have been present in each and every one of the 15 collections 
that I have created since I started in fashion. It has been and is a way 
of expression, a means of converting basic materials such as a ball of 
wool or a piece of raffia into pieces that will last a lifetime.

For me, craftsmanship is the purest representation of wisdom, loneli-
ness, ‘savoir faire’ and knowledge. That is why, with this collection, 
I wanted to give visibility and place these master craftsmen in the 
front row, many of whom have accompanied me since the begin-
ning of my career. Visibility at their hands, as some even bleed when 
handling materials such as esparto, and of course, to their knowled-
ge. It is a clear statement of intent and a call to the world (to the best 
of my ability) of the impetuous need for conservation and dissemina-
tion of part of what I consider Spanish Heritage.

Until now, the most common is to see artisan applications in gar-
ments. On this occasion, I have decided to give the artisan a leading 
role in the execution of the garment. Starting from my design, they, 
using their know-how, have fully executed all the garments. They 
have used their technique to execute my design ... yes, in this case, 
video calling technology has been a great ally to save the distance 
between our workshops.

Fashion as we are living it, is a speaker of trends that change every 6 
months, but it is also a way to convey a legacy, to tell a story, which I 
hope can be read through the eyes and hands of these eight artisans

Thank you from the bottom of my heart
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INSPIRATION



I feel restlessness when i look towards the world. It seems incredible 
that human can travel the world in less than 24 hours, or we can dress 
the same in Hong Kong and Madrid and at the same time people still 
die of hunger in the world, or there are still countries with wars.

Every day I am more convinced that the human being is destroying 
the world. We messed up, we depleted resources that were given 
to us for free. Let us not think of humans so different and superior to 
the rest of nature. We are born, we grow, we wither and we die ... like 
everything alive in the world.

I do not have money to provide a great help, nor influences to make 
great pressure. But I can offer you a slightly more beautiful world. My 
offering is of flower

Word turn on too fast
I dont have time to feel the seasons 

Asphalt burns my feet in summer
As soon as the air freeze my face in winter

In the city, lights lit day and night 
Stores than never close 
Traffic that never stops 

Sometimes i feel too tired

I feel that I have had to live in a world to which I do not belong

My mind take me to the pass
To the cobbled street of Granada

Gypsies in their caves.
Whites houses close to the Alhambra

Children weave and sing the disappointment of the world 
Older women take care of their houses

Spring is announced by geraniums,
Summer is roses and basil

My Virgin take a Carnation 
Give peace back to my soul

 



El Sacromonte de Granada en 1962
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LIMOSNA
(Alms)

// OFRENDA //

BODY MADE WITH CERAMICS APPLICATIONS

Luis Torres, a young potter from La Rambla, potter town of the Sou-
thern Campiña de Córdoba, is the second generation of artisans of 
his family. He studied Artistic Ceramics at the Dionisio Ortiz School of 
Art in Córdoba, founded with ceramic friends the Ceramic Collective 
of La Rambla CoCeR, became part of of the organization of the local 
pottery fair ENBARRO as responsible for the cultural program of the 
same, and in 2018 he decided to undertake his own business project 
in the world of ceramics.

In addition to creating different pieces of decoration and design in 
ceramics, its main activity focuses on the hand-made realization of 
bow ties made of stoneware, whose designs in limited series are ins-
pired in elements of nature and traditions of its people and its su-
rroundings. All under the Bowtery brand, which brings together in 
the same project the techniques and designs that most inspire this 
potter, the values   of his family of artisans and those he has acquired 
in his own experiences and solidarity and social and environmental 
commitment, as several designs are made in order to help different
beneficial causes In addition, Luis Torres performs unique artistic 
work, and his current line is creative ceramics and sculptural, con-
ceptual and mainly composed by way of installation, which exhibits 
in exhibitions Individual and collective. His career has led this young 
potter to receive from the Board of Andalusia the Andalusian Handi-
craft Prize for Quality in the Promotion and Marketing of the Crafts.
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NIÑOS LUCHANDO 
(Children fighting)

// OFRENDA //

LOOK HANDMADE ENTIRELY IN ESPARTO

Ubedies Artesanía, are Pedro and Jesús Blanco, sixth generation of 
Esparto Grass Artisans and other Vegetable Fibers, which convert the 
roughness of esparto grass into art, using ancestral techniques, and 
innovating in materials, techniques and creation processes.

They parade with Leandro Cano in the CO-RRI-DA collection at the 
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Madrid 2018.

Miss Elegance at Miss Planet 2018, with Miss Planet Spain 2018 and a 
designer and self-made suit.

Many prizes and mentions, such as the Andalusian Handicraft Pri-
ze: Singular Object in 2018, Richard H. Driehaus Prize for Traditio-
nal Construction Arts 2017, Finalists of the last National Handicraft 
Awards, …..
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NANA
// OFRENDA //

BODY MADE WITH MACRAME TECHNIQUE. OUTFIT REPRESENTS 
THE DARK AND THE LIGHT

Rocío Montero Rodríguez, craftswoman of macramé leads the Knot 
to Knot brand. It is dedicated to the creation of products made in a to-
tally handmade way, aimed at a sector of the population that values   
sustainable fashion and slow fashion.

Knot to knot, means an elaboration process. From the beginning to 
the end, each knot is important so that we get a perfect and unique 
job.
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// OFRENDA //

BODY MADE BY WOOL KNIT. THE OUTFIT REPRESENTS THE INTE-
RIOR OF AN OLD TIPICAL ANDALUCIAN HOUSE

Idoia Cuesta. Born in the Basque Country and based in Lugo, the tex-
tile creator Idoia Cuesta has combined with expertise, tradition and 
experimentation, to take the Basketry to new scenarios.

In 1998 she started her craft activity, linked to basketry and textiles, 
and since then she has continued to train in different specialties: na-
tural dyes, low and high heave loom, modeling felt, recycling, tradi-
tional Galician basketry weaving techniques, Peninsular, Irish, Finnish 
and Danish basketry.

In her projects, the sources of inspiration drink from tradition to give 
rise to a new concept of craftsmanship, in which the important thing 
is that you can customize your creations, while playing with the ma-
terials. Starting from the traditional basketry techniques, she resear-
ches and experiments permanently with the fabric, transforming the 
materials and volumes to unleash his creativity in the design of new 
lines and products applicable to different fields, such as decoration 
or fashion. “It is a challenge to sit down to work in the workshop and 
face the new materials and investigate what traditional technique 
can be woven and even be able to mix textile techniques that do not 
belong to the basketry such as macramé, crochet, ...”

Her work has been recognized with the National Handicraft Award in 
the Product Category, in the 2014 edition convened by Fundesarte.

With this renovating sense of craftsmanship, it gives way to a new 
concept in the design of each of the different pieces of its collections, 
which have even reached the Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Madrid 
Catwalk by the proposals of the Galician designer Sara Coleman and 
international fairs such as Maison & Object (Paris), Tendence (Frank-
furt), Tent London and Formex (Stockholm).

SOLITOS
(Alone)
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// OFRENDA //

BODY MADE BY HANDMADE QUILTED FABRIC. THE MEAN OF THE 
BODY REPRESENTS A FLOWER OFFERING

Mastelas is a trade specialized in Patchwork and clothing. We are a 
school of textile art and clothing, with 25 years of experience, where 
we teach and develop ideas and projects.
 
Mastelas was created in 1994 by M.Luisa Gutiérrez Orue. Riojana artist 
who discovered Patchwork in the early 90s, and since then has not 
stopped designing and creating different works. His works have been 
exhibited in different parts of Spain: Sitges, Zaragoza, Madrid, Bilbao 
... and also abroad, in collective exhibitions in Belgium, England, Uni-
ted States, Japan, France ...

Currently, since 2010, the business owner is her daughter, María Pas-
cual Gutiérrez.

NICOLÁS ES MUY BONITO
(Nicolas is very pretty)
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LOS ÚNICOS QUE ENGORDAN AQUÍ SON 
LOS PIOJOS

(The only ones that gain weight here are the lice)

// OFRENDA //

EMBROIDERY BY HAND WITH DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES WITH 
“CROCHET DE LUNÉVILLE” AND TRADITIONAL NEEDLE ON THE 

FRAME, ON THE RIGHT AND BACKWARDS. 

MIX OF MORE TRADITIONAL HAUTE COUTURE EMBROIDERY MA-
TERIALS WITH MORE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONCEPTUAL ONES. 
MANUAL PHOTO TRANSFER APPLICATION. CRAFT CREATION OF 

PLASTER SEQUINS

Carmen Castañeda is a visual artist and experimental embroidery 
researcher. After studying Fine Arts and a Master’s in Scenography 
in Madrid, it is in Paris at L´École Lesage where he investigates and 
deepens the techniques of hand embroidery of Haute Couture, a 
discipline that becomes the basis of his artistic language, within a 
framework More conceptual and abstract. As a result, Anonymous by 
cm emerges, an experimental project in which materials take center 
stage and where Haute Couture techniques come together with ar-
tistic ones.
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CARMEN
// OFRENDA //

BODY IS MADE WITH “TOILE” FABRICS AND CRYSTAL APPLICATION. 
BODY INCLUDES TWO CHILDREN THAT REPRESENTS DANCERS. 

CRYSTAL APPLICATION A MANILA SHAWL EMPROIDERY

Asociacion Castillo de Locubín is association of retired women, crea-
ted by Leandro Cano. They make all the designer’s knitwear in ad-
dition to being a conservation and transmission project of artisanal 
techniques from generation to generation.
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1962
// OFRENDA //

BODY MADE WITH HIS PARTICULAR TECHNIQUE, FROM PIECES OF 
CLOTH, WITH WHICH THE BODY SHAPE IS CONSTRUCTED

Mercedes Vicente. At the end of my studies in Hispanic philology I 
began my artistic training by attending workshops of prestigious na-
tional and international artists. My first works were pictorial, but evol-
ving towards a kind of sculptural painting that I made based on nylon 
fabric appropriate to build pictures or objects that had transparency 
and movement as their main characteristics. Later, the canvas was 
the material chosen to make my sculptures due to its ubiquity as a 
pictorial support and its accessibility through family contact with the 
Galicia Textil factory. In addition, its properties, such as being organic, 
elastic, flexible, translucent and neutral, were ideal for the creation of 
my organic forms. With one of these works I was selected as a finalist 
at the Loewe Craft Prize in 2018 and exhibited at the Design Museum 
in London.

The development of my technique has been very personal. I started 
it in 2008 with simple and rudimentary ways, improving them over 
time in terms of execution, materials and tools. It is an expensive pro-
cess of preparing the textile material to provide it with constructive 
properties: the canvas itself lacks these particularities which leads 
to the need to thicken it by gluing several layers and priming it to 
facilitate a clean cut into strips made of manual way. To assemble the 
figure, the strips are glued to each other with a tail as is done with the 
frames of a boat. From this process I get that the fabric can behave 
like the skeleton of the work and that, at the same time, a ventral and 
hard part appears, the one that stresses the surface and another dor-
sal and thin part that expands to originate different designs.
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FINAL



Craftsmanship is the value of handwork, it is the value of the knowle-
dge of the human being, it is the legacy of our ancestors, therefore, it 
is a way of telling part of the story that does not appear in the books.
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